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Ref. Advt No. MR/HR/APP/2021                                            08.04.2022 

Sub: List of candidates provisionally shortlisted for Round II Document verification against Advt no. 

MR/HR/APP/2021 dated 22.10.2021 

Further to communication dated 17.12.2021, the candidates bearing following roll nos. have been 

provisionally shortlisted to appear in second round of Document Verification at Mathura. DETAILED 

INSTRUCTIONS REGARDING SCHEDULE OF DOCUMENT VERIFICATION SHALL BE E-MAILED TO THE 

PROVISIONALLY SHORTLISTED CANDIDATES SEPARATELY.  

 

Date  Code   Trade/ Discipline  Shortlisted Roll nos. 

19.04.2022 101 Trade Apprentice- 

Attendant Operator 

(Chemical Plant) Discipline 

- Chemical 

16010005;16010086;16010098;16010398

;16010449;16010485;16010514;  

16010517;16010530;16010589;16010637

;16010673;16010745;16010768; 

16010769;16010774;16010785;16010839

;16010860;16010878;18010207; 

18010337;18010391;18010572. 

19.04.2022 103 Trade Apprentice (Boiler) 
Discipline - Mechanical  

19030391;19030393;19030395;19030404

;19030439 

20.04.2022 102 Trade Apprentice (Fitter) 
Discipline - Mechanical 

20020125;20020196;20020298;20020342

;20020388;20020458;20020475; 

20020480 

20.04.2022 104 Technician Apprentice 
Discipline - Chemical 

14040012;14040013;14040034;14040046

;14040065;14040129;14040160; 

14040199;14040220;14040228;14040260

;14040423;14040434;14040475 

20.04.2022 106 Technician Apprentice 
Discipline - Electrical 

21060048;21060937;21061176;21061219 

21.04.2022 105 Technician Apprentice 
Discipline - Mechanical 

11050259;11050289;11050352;11050366

;11050469;11050541;11050633; 

11050643;11050717;11050729; 

11050805;11050821;15050009;15050018

;15050137;15050180;15050186; 

15050247;15050458;15050485;15050596

;15050825;15050849;15050887; 

15051032;17050160;17050235;17050321

;17050373;17050524;17050648; 

18050592 
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21.04.2022 107 Technician Apprentice 
Discipline - 
Instrumentation 

19070019;19070043;19070078;19070092

;19070173;19070296;19070313; 

19070329;19070331 

21.04.2022 108 Trade Apprentice-
Secretarial Assistant 

12080702;12080706;12080758;19080552

;22080018;23080856;23080874 

21.04.2022 109 Trade Apprentice-
Accountant 

20090356 

21.04.2022 110 Trade Apprentice- Data 
Entry Operator (Fresher 
Apprentices) 

15100512;16100226;18100156;21100549 

21.04.2022 111 Trade Apprentice- Data 
Entry Operator (Skill 
Certificate Holders) 

22110006;22110305;22110405 

 

Important Note :  
 

1. The Roll Nos. mentioned above, are not in order of merit.  
 
2. The candidates have to ensure that they fulfill each of the eligibility criteria stipulated in our published 

advertisement no. MR/HR/APP/2021 dated 22.10.2021 & thereafter hosted on our website 
www.iocl.com relating to age, qualification, percentage of marks (wherever prescribed) as on the date of 
reckoning. In case they do not meet the above criteria, they are directed not to appear for the Document 
Verification. 

 
3. All the provisionally shortlisted candidates may kindly check clause A (3) of the aforesaid advertisement 

and candidates whose qualification does not match with the qualification mentioned in the 
advertisement, are not eligible for engagement as Apprentice at Mathura Refinery, IOCL. Candidates shall 
be allowed to appear for Medical examination only after document verification with originals. If any 
candidate’s qualification does not match as per advertisement, such candidate shall not be allowed to 
appear for Pre Engagement Medical Examination.  

 
4. In case during verification of certificates / testimonials (including mark sheets), contradiction to the claim 

in the on-line application or any time thereafter is found, the candidature will be summarily rejected at 
any stage of selection process without any further notice.  

 

5. Please note that declaration of this Provisional shortlist does not confer any claim or right to engagement 
in this Corporation. It is also clarified (Refer Advertisement No. MR/HR/APP/2021) to the candidates that 
their candidature is Provisional and is subject to subsequent verification of certificates/testimonials & 
medical fitness. In case it is detected at any stage of engagement or thereafter, that a candidate does not 
fulfil the eligibility norms and/or that he/she has furnished any incorrect/doctored/false 
information/certificate/documents or has suppressed any material fact(s), his/her candidature will stand 
cancelled. If any of these shortcomings is/are detected even after engagement, his/her engagement is 
liable to be terminated.  
 


